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Not far south of Chiang Rai city, a fine straight road swings to the east and 
into the hills. A few kilometers along, another to the right becomes truly 
rural, narrows and rises to end between orchards on a hill, where you’ll see 
a single storey timber dwelling of modest size.

The House 
on the Hill 



I
t is easy to imagine the excitement felt by designer/

owner Andrew Bell from Melbourne, Australia, when his 

Thai driver told him that not only the little house and 

orchard were for sale, but the whole of the hilltop too!

“It all started about six years ago when my partner and I were 

looking for a riverfront plot, searching by boat and car,” recalls 

the former advertising creative director. “But we decided that 

the movement of a river’s path made it too risky. A few years 

on, one’s property might be some distance from it, or worse 

- part of the river!” So attention was turned instead to hill 

tops.

“I saw what is now Baan Ling, our monkey themed guest house, 

my partner and I were both born in the year of the Monkey, 

and I set my heart on it.” Guests will always remember that 

small fact, as monkeys seem to be everywhere, even carved 

into the fretwork over the windows and doorways! Of the four 

acres of rounded hilltop, one comprised an orchard and the 

rest transpired to be a failed coffee plantation.



“Two years later the main house, Baan Chang, was completed 

on the top. I designed it while still fairly new to Thailand, 

hence it’s fusion - or confusion – of Asian styles. Its tiered 

roof is loosely based on a Burmese temple style. The 

Burmese teak pillars were added to the plan after I spotted 

them in a Bangkok antique store and are the only parts used 

which were not new. They were originally decorative pieces 

on the facade of a market near the Indian border, hence their 

distinctly Indian style.”

Rai Rakang is the name of the round topped hill, translating 

most appropriately for Andrew to ‘Bell Farm’ in English. 

So of course you’ll see plenty of bells around the house 

which is surrounded by verandas on all sides. It faces the 

lovely Huai Sak reservoir and orchards below, while all 

the other sides overlook rich green rice plains, including 

the private veranda off the en suite bathroom of the one 

and only bedroom. As well as the bells, timber and cast 

metal elephants from all over northern Thailand can also 

be found throughout Baan Chang. 

The carved doors to the bedroom suite - and the 

‘powder room’ of Baan Ling - were made to order 

by Ban Pong Prabaht wood carvers, north of Chiang 

Rai; the large day beds came from Vila Cini in 

Chiang Mai; most of the Burmese colonial furniture 

came from Golden Triangle Antiques, Hang Dong, 

Chiang Mai, and the beautiful emerald green glass 

above the doors of Baan Chang was made to order 

in China.

Andrew completed the site with a small staff house 

near to the guest house, and a suitably rural car 

port. Nothing here could differ more from the looks 

or the ambience of the Hong Kong properties he has 

since designed or re-styled, yet Andrew was indeed 

born in the ‘Monkey year’ and monkeys never stay 

still for very long. It’s time for a new challenge and 

Rai Rakang is going on the market. Seekers after 

style, silence and superb vistas of northern Thailand 

should e-mail: rachel@kinnareemedia.com.





Cool Colonialism
In a land where housing developments seem to compete with each other to have the biggest and grandest gateway, 
it is interesting that so many fine, individual homes are hidden away down narrow roads, sometimes in the most 
seemingly unlikely locations. In fact, if you didn’t know exactly where Natthanan and John Maas had their ten rai 
of rural heaven north of Chiang Mai city you’d need a helicopter to find it.



R
ecently installed electricity poles with modest bamboo 

decoration as landmarks are the only clues to show you 

where to turn off a winding lane and into what seems like 

a dense forest not far from the Tao Garden Health Resort 

and Spa. But after half a kilometre through the trees, an enormous 

vista of rice paddies, four lakes, more forest and only a few distant 

neighbouring roofs, show you why the owners fell for this location at 

first sight.

John’s doctor in England happened to be Thai, they became firm friends 

and while extolling the virtues of the north the man just happened to 

mention that “the little farm up the road” from his home base was on 

the market.

Cooler year round than Phuket and with a shorter rainy season, life 

in the north can be lived out doors for most of the year. Verandas 

and balconies thus became important to achieve the cool, comfort 

and sophistication these owners sought. The atmosphere is “British 

or French colonial” and the area is amazingly free of mosquitoes. 

Lemongrass planted near the house and fish in all the water features 

are two good reasons!

In designing the 350 square meter house for themselves rather than 

others, the couple’s first decision was to have just one enormous 

bedroom above a large lounge-cum-dining room. Guests are well 

catered for, of course, with a 170 square metre, two bedroom antique 

timber guesthouse just being completed with the same spectacular 

view across the rural plain. There is also a small matching staff house, 

much favoured as a feeding centre for the flock of guinea fowl which, 

along with the geese, behave as if they own the whole lot.



While John was on business in Europe, Natthanan’s first task was to 

find and buy four teak and hardwood Thai houses, have them carefully 

dismantled and move them to the site. Amazingly, all were found within 

a ten mile radius and the double bonus is properly seasoned wood 

plus the very wide, long planks which make the floors such a pleasant 

feature. Even with the correct paperwork and permits, John describes 

this particular style of house removal as a ‘headache’ and advises 

strongly against trying to move a house across a provincial border.

Natthanan’s cousin is an experienced structural engineer and carried 

out all the work using local craftsmen, with whom John has been 

constantly impressed. His only complaint is that modern buildings are 

increasingly rendering their ancient skills redundant.

Local skills which do flourish in this part of the world tend to be culinary, 

and the area is dotted with small, inexpensive and excellent restaurants. 

So many that John even wrote a series on these hidden gems for a local 

magazine. In fact, he is still in awe of the fact that such a superb, safe 

lifestyle and unbeatable value can be found only 30 minutes drive from 

Chiang Mai airport. Doubtless why his neighbours include two Swiss 

pilots, a Hong Kong financier and an American journalist.

Through chatting around the tiny local village John recently found yet 

another piece of heaven nearby and he and Natthanan (and doubtless 

her constructive cousin) will soon be planning a new project. For those 

who prefer quality colonial living to marble gateways and gold plated 

taps, simply email rachel@kinnareemedia.com.

No helicopter required.



That was the question for Jimmy James, American day trader, antique collector and lover of all 
matters Thai, when the time was right for a home base close to Chiang Mai city. Used to making 
big, fast decisions almost every day while watching what the markets are doing, Jimmy was a 
great deal more circumspect regarding property.

To Build, 
or to Re-Build?
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“I 
rented a house for two years, drove for miles 

and looked at every development. And every 

development looked the same! Houses piled on top 

of each other, all the same,” he says. “I wanted a 

house with some western character on half a rai or a rai of land. 

High ceilings, stone fireplaces, nice pool, that sort of thing.”

Many of his journeys took Jimmy away from the south east corner 

of the city onto the beautiful, winding ‘Samoeng Loop’ as it is 

known locally. “I must have passed this development countless 

times without seeing it, mainly because when you drive in either 

direction the driver’s eye misses the entrance. At long last I 

actually found it on Google earth!”

What Jimmy found was a 12 year old western styled house 

with integral two car garage at the front, in a small, extremely 

quiet, well shaded development less than a kilometre along 

his favourite road. Fifty very different dwellings on 100 rai.

“It felt better to re-model an older house than to start new, 

and I drove around here at least ten times at different times 

of the day and night to check out the neighbourhood. I found 

that some very senior Thais would be my close neighbours, 

and the security aspect of that clinched it.”

Taking up residence in a small part of the house, Jimmy 

was on hand every day to supervise what he modestly 



calls “re-modelling”. An extra wing was built to the rear to 

cope with the kitchen, laundry and house-keeping areas he 

needed, while cars were quickly banished to their own port so 

that the front room could be made into a cool, shady lounge 

with vaulted ceiling. Now dubbed The Elephant Room, it has 

become Jimmy’s favourite part of the whole house, not least 

because it counts his ivory-keyed Ruckstahl piano (Rutherford, 

New Jersey, in 1880) among the antique elephants.

For three years Jimmy braved the noise and stress of builders 

at work, though there was a period of silence after the first 

team walked off the job, months behind schedule. Finding a 

new builder to finish the last 10% of the work was difficult, 

especially one tricky juxtaposition of five metre high ceilings 

at differing angles, something no Thai had seen before.

Holes were punched through walls to create bay windows 

and in roofs to make skylights, six of them to lighten up the 

bedrooms, another feature seldom seen in these parts.

The beautifully rich colours of stained glass have fascinated 

Jimmy for years and over 60 panes capture your attention 

at every turn. “In New York in the 60’s people used to throw 

these things in the trash,” he moans. But it was here in Chiang 

Mai that he found the chandelier, cleverly placed in the very 

high roof of the kitchen to cast rainbow flashes onto the walls 

around mid-day, most days. The same Thai antique collector 

took rather longer to part with the French desk in the office 

for a sum that Jimmy would rather forget.

An aspect he will never forget is buying around 100 amazingly 

detailed model ships from a deceased estate in Westchester, 

and a collection of some 80 Chinese Buddha figures from the 

same source. He is a businessman, of course, and many have 

been sold already, but almost everywhere you look there is a 

favourite left to enhance the home.

These days, day trading can be done from most places in 

the world and, like it or not, America and family matters are 

calling Jimmy back, at least for a few years. The painstakingly 

re-built house, including the antiques, are on the market 

(contact rachel@kinnareemedia.com), but the man who 

has effectively created it will return. “In Asia, there is only 

Thailand,” he says!


